
Animals As Intermediaries is a nonprofit
organization that brings educational and
therapeutic nature-based programs to children
and elders at institutions where access to the
natural world is limited. Founded 25 years
ago, AAI grew out of a belief that people’s
connection to nature can provide a sense of
wholeness and a sense of place.

“At Home”at Concord’s
Minute Man Arc 

Minute Man Arc for Human Services
is our newest site in Concord. Each
month, as we bring the bounty of

nature indoors, we are getting to know the
wonderful people there. We serve 6-8 adults
in the Day Habilitation program that offers
developmentally disabled adults a wide range
of activities and work opportunities. Our
programs include life themes such as work,
play, and home.

“We all have a place that we live and we
call it Home,” we explained as the group
settled during our August program. “Animals
have homes too…even plants. Perhaps the
entire planet is the home to all the plants.”
We loudly clapped wood boards together . . .
“Ka-chunk!” “Wood homes.” We clapped
large rocks together. “Tda-konk!” “Stone
homes.” The group grew very quiet as they

listened. “Some animals live in our homes.
Some animals have homes outside.”

Then we introduced each participant to
Amanda, a honey colored terrier, explaining
that she lives in the home of our volunteer,
Michelle. With tail wagging eagerly, Amanda
was lifted to each person’s outstretched hands.

I passed around the milkweed plant and
showed how its pod is home for its many
seeds—the airy fluff lying in its cradle of a
pod. One participant commented, “Plant
homes are like cribs.” Another, Ellen, added,
“Seeds are like the babies of the plants.” We
encouraged everyone to pluck a seed. And as
they blew the feathery cluster across the
room, we saw smiles all around.

Then we asked: “What animals carry
their houses?” “Turtle,” responded Natalie.
On cue, our volunteer Joanie gently lifted
“Whisper,” a Russian Tortoise, from his
carrier. “Home protects you if you are
needing comfort or feeling shy,” she said.
Everyone watched intently as we placed
Whisper on a sheet in the middle of the
circle. He slowly extended his neck from
his shell and began walking—eager to greet
all the group members. He clearly felt at
home. Smiles and laughter all around.

Emily Firor who directs Minute Man
Arc’s Day Habilitation Program recently
observed one of our programs and com-
mented: “A program like AAI brings joy
and excitement, along with initiation and
movement. A dog can come up . . . and the
person can touch it, initiating a movement
that may achieve an occupational therapy
goal.” She also emphasized that “lack of
motivation stands as a powerful obstacle
between developmentally disabled adults
and their growth. Engaging them in these
functional movements may help them 
with basic activities of daily living such as
reaching out for a cup, or putting their arm
into a sleeve. A program like AAI is one
that will motivate.”

—Jude Aronstein, Program Coordinator 
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New Volunteer
Michelle DuBois
with her therapy
dog and an elder at
CES (Cambridge
Elder Service Plan)

A Russian Tortoise
named “Whisper”

A resident at the Bedford V.A. Hospital
explores the ocean up close with Program
Coordinator Jude Aronstein
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Dear Friends,

Imagine the day, back in 1983, 
when our founders Sarah (Sally)
Seabury Ward, Suzanne Ballard and

Nancy Ashkar first loaded a van full of
gourds, pears, apples, bright orange pump-
kins—and two collies—and drove them
from Concord to The Massachusetts Hospi-
tal School in Canton. Carrying everything
indoors to teacher Beth Little’s class, they
brought the harvest in to children with
physical disabilities who are often isolated
from the natural world. For an hour these
children could explore and enjoy nature’s
colors, smells, sounds, and the dogs’ heal-
ing presence, with their own hands.

Today, twenty-five years later, the staff and
volunteers of Animals As Intermediaries con-
tinue to bring the harvest, the forest, and the
ocean to the hospital school children in Beth
Little’s class. Month after month they delight
in smelling fragrant pines or watching frogs
emerge from leaves at the bottom of a

miniature “pond.” Having started with just a
few sites in 1983, AAI now serves eight sites
in greater Boston. 

As a child growing up near Boston, I
would spend my days catching tadpoles 
at a local pond, making a “fort” under the
huge branches of a big old pine tree, or
simply lying in a field to watch the clouds
overhead. Today, children spend more
time watching television, playing video
games or consumed in scheduled activities
than ever before—and much less time
exploring the natural world. In his book
Last Child in the Woods: Saving our Chil-
dren from Nature Deficit Disorder, child
advocacy expert Richard Louv argues that
“exposure to nature is essential for [chil-
dren’s] physical and emotional health.” 

As we approach our 25th anniversary in
2008, the need for AAI’s work seems
greater than ever. We are excited to keep
our founders’ vision alive and growing,
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Current Program Sites

Boston’s Hope of The Home for Little
Wanderers, Dorchester

Boston Medical Center’s Intensive Resi-
dential Treatment Program

Cambridge Hospital’s Elder Service Plan, 
Central Square

Edith Nourse Rogers Memorial Veterans 
Hospital, Bedford

Katherine Kennedy Senior Center, Natick

Massachusetts Hospital School, Canton

Minute Man Arc for Human Services,
Concord

Walden Street School, Concord

Founder Sarah Seabury Ward, engag-
ing children with storytelling, circa
1970s, before Seabury School became a
traveling program. Animals As Inter-
mediaries has been bringing nature,
animals, and the arts to people with
limited access to the natural world.



bringing nature’s vital connection to more
people in need.

This fall I look forward to continuing
our newly initiated nature walks here in
Concord. We have upcoming morning
walks (see back page for details), and I hope
you’ll join us. We’re also excited to
announce our Blessing of the Animals, with
the Emerson Umbrella Center for the Arts,
here at 40 Stow Street, on October 7th.
Bring your pet(s), or a photo, and enjoy the
company of animals
and neighbors alike
in the beauty of
New England’s fall.

All my best,

Janey Tallarida, Executive Director

Tidings
Welcome . . . 
Animals As Intermediaries is delighted to welcome Don Payne and Mark Bamford to our
board of directors. Don, who specializes in organizational effectiveness, has offered advice
and volunteer support to AAI (along with his artist wife, Max) for many years. Mark, an
attorney and management consultant, has also volunteered his services; recently he guided
us though a strategic planning process. As Don and Mark transition onto AAI’s board,
Dick Pleasants, a board member for the past five years (and a volunteer for many years
before that) is ending his term. Fortunately he will remain active as an advisor, continuing
to help coordinate AAI’s annual benefit concert. Our sincerest thanks to Dick for his
ongoing years of service to Animals As Intermediaries.

Also joining us this year, is Jules Fiske. Jules joined our staff in May this year to
help with office administration. Although she works just a few hours a week, Jules’s
presence has already made a great impact in our operations.

Video . . .
When it comes to the work of Animals As Intermediaries, ‘seeing-is-believing’! Thanks to
Joe Mondello and his pro bono videography, and to the Harpley Foundation, our work
in action and its subtleties have been captured on DVD. Newly in hand, this five minute
film has already served as a valuable tool in portraying our work to volunteers, community
members, foundations, and client sites.

Friends and Neighbors Night . . .
AAI was delighted to have presented the “official” screening of our new film at our annu-
al meeting, Friends and Neighbors Night. The June event brought a packed room to the
Emerson Umbrella to learn first hand about Animals As Intermediaries’ work. After
viewing the film—which brought great applause—guests watched hermit crabs explore
their tiny “beach,” and experienced the icy cold and salty smell of a New England ocean.

For the Whole Family . . .
We’re planning new ways for kids to get involved. This fall, our kid-friendly events
include our Blessing of the Animals, on October 7th, and our Open House during the
Emerson Umbrella’s Winter Market. See back page for further information—and stay
tuned for details about future family events! 
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By Kerri Roche
Staff Writer for The Concord Journal

After a long day, sometimes it is necessary to
stop and smell the roses.

The rejuvenation and relaxation invoked by
nature is sometimes as close and as accessible
as your own back yard. However, for people
kept indoors with very limited access to
Mother Nature, those moments of serenity are
few and far between.

A small Concord-based, nonprofit organiza-
tion is working to increase the frequency of
these calming moments for a variety of people
who have been placed in institutions. All of
them struggle with a wide-range of emotional
and physical setbacks.

Animals as Intermediaries is headquartered
inside the Emerson Umbrella Center for the
Arts, although its programs travel to places
well beyond Concord’s borders. The volunteers
and staff of AAI have been to Dorchester,
Natick and the Minuteman Arc for Human
Services in Concord, to name a few, said
Development and Outreach Coordinator
Sophie Wadsworth. 

The program is heavily reliant on long-term
volunteers and serves a range of people, said
Wadsworth, who was formerly a volunteer.

The high retention rate of volunteers is due
to the gratifying work of making “someone’s
world larger … bringing the outdoors in,” said
Wadsworth. There are approximately 30 vol-
unteers assisting AAI who range from nurses
to artists to poets.

“We could not do what we do without the
volunteers,” said Wadsworth.

As a nonprofit largely funded by grants and
donations, AAI has put together an annual
spring benefit concert.

This year, Livingston Taylor, brother of the
musical star James Taylor, will perform on
Saturday, April 28, at the Emerson Umbrella.

For the elders, children and everyone in
between who is a recipient of the program, the
bits and pieces of the outdoors brought to
their laps are kept in cabinets, drawers and
boxes inside the AAI’s office. Categorized by
season and location, one drawer contains
seashells and seaweed, another has beaver-
chewed wood and pinesap. 

To keep pace with the ever-changing
weather, new materials are constantly col-
lected and the programs change in sync
with the seasons.

The animals, from rabbits to salamanders to
hermit crabs, are mostly kept at either the
homes of employees or “foster” parents, said
Wadsworth. And, once they have served their
purpose, most of the animals and materials are
returned to nature. 

AAI “brings a whole environment. . .
That’s one of the things that sets our project
apart,” said Wadsworth. “They’re not being
educated at a distance. [They’re] exploring
with their senses.”

Wadsworth said the purpose of the pro-
gram is multi-pronged. Bringing interactive
programs into a variety of atmospheres 
provides both an educational and therapeu-
tic opportunity.

“Something about animals, about the
process of the natural world, takes people out
of their struggles,” said Wadsworth.

According to Program Coordinator Jude
Aronstein, in an institution for individuals
with severely limited physical capacity, the
physical act of reaching to touch, smell and
hear the animals or materials creates a sensory
experience while strengthening motor skills. 

In other environments where adolescents are
facing significant emotional turmoil, the soft-
ness of a rabbit or the scent of a lilac can alter
that individual’s behavior, if only for a
moment, said Aronstein. 

The program is not designed to be a one-
show performance either. “We see our clients
regularly,” said Executive Director Janey
Tallarida. The staff and volunteers of AAI
frequent the same facilities time and time
again to build relationships with the ones they
hope to help, said Tallarida. 

Year after year, the organization garners
enough funding to continue operating. Time
and hours are also routinely donated by out-
side professionals, such as Dr. William Sager in
Acton who provides free animal care. Others
also contribute their graphic design or pho-
tography skills. 

“All of this is so people can experience
nature in the most complete way,” said
Tallarida. . . .

With thanks to the Concord Journal for
permission to reprint this article.
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A vernal pools program this past April at
the Katherine Kennedy Senior Center in
Natick. Above, as Yvette Prebegig, left,
checks out a frog with a magnifying glass,
Rita Forte tries to guess what kind of frog it
is. AAI volunteer Joanie Caruso helped to
present the program. Photo: Ann Ringwood, courtesy
of The Concord Journal

AAI In The News

Group Brings Outdoors In



We’re making 
a nest for owls at

AAI 

Keep an 
eye out for the Owl

Fund

The Americas at
Boston’s Hope 
“What continent do we live on?” I

ask, picking up a globe. (easy!) 
“Summer Camp” at Boston’s Hope is built

on weekly themes, and one of our July
themes was America. I ask the children about
where the very first people began on Earth.
“Europe?” asks one of them. “North Ameri-
ca?” “Asia?” . . . they continue guessing “Aus-
tralia?” Finally, I turn the globe so that Africa
shows prominently. This time, someone final-
ly guesses “Africa!” 

Asking how people might have migrated to
North America. “Across the Bering Strait!”
says an older boy, excited. “That’s right, there
was a land bridge there 25,000 years ago, and
a few small brave groups of people crossed
over to the new continent, probably follow-
ing large game animals. . . . It was a really
wide land bridge—as wide as Massachu-
setts.” “Did the bridge have railings?” asks
Edward. I realize I need to expand on my
explanation.

“Imagine being part of a small band of
people, and coming to a whole new conti-
nent, seeing new plants and animals.” I
point to a small leafy plant at the center of
the circle. “Does anyone know what this
is?” “Strawberry plant!” a couple kids
shout, noticing its tiny red berries. We
share other foods native to the Americas:
acorns, blueberries, corn on the cob, cran-
berries. Each time they recognize a food
the kids raise their hand. Up close to a sun-
flower, they examine the myriad of familiar
black-and-white seeds. “Oh, yeah, I like
those!” says Angela.

“Now we are going to meet a bird who
may never been away from its home on the
farm before,” I explain. We talk about how to
create calm and quiet. Everyone does their
best; then we undrape the carrier. The turkey
needs a little coaxing to emerge, and the chil-
dren sit very quietly, watching intently. “Can
it fly?” “Why does it look so funny?” “Why is
it looking up at the ceiling?” One boy com-

ments, “The thing I don’t get is why are the
male birds decorated when it seems like it
should be the females?” A discussion about
peacocks and turkeys follows. Finally we end
by passing around real turkey feather quill
pens. The kids eagerly write with this new
“pen,” dipped in purple cabbage ink. Their
papers fill up with drawings, spirals, their
names repeated over and over. One of the
teenagers comes over and tries it—then
writes, “I am all about learning.”

Later, as we’re cleaning up, we’re surprised
to see one of the girls again. She’s brought her
mom and her younger sister with her, want-
ing to “show them the animals.”

—Kate Crosby, Program Coordinator
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Grant Support August
2006-July 2007
John W. Alden Foundation
Avrum Katz Foundation
John W. Boynton Fund
A. Keith Brodkin Award for

Community Partnerships, 
The Home for Little 
Wanderers

Cambridge Community 
Foundation

Fieldstone Foundation
Fuller Foundation
Massachusetts Cultural Council
Red Acre Foundation
Robbins-De Beaumont 

Foundation

Business and 
Community Support
Cambridge Trust Company 

The Concord Cheese Shop 

Emerson Umbrella Center 
for the Arts

TSG Equity Partners

Applefield Farm
Concord Free Public Library
The Concord Bookshop
Dunia Ecostore
Elks of Concord
Great Road Veterinary Hospital
Mallory Ventures
Musketaquid
Nu Yu Salon
Rialto Arts
Rising Design & Engineering
Sally Ann Food Shop
Small Farm
Tony the Tailor
Triangle Shop
Willow Books & Café

Special Thanks for 
In-Kind Support and
Professional Advice
Mark Bamford, strategic 

planning facilitation
Dillon Bustin, benefit concert
Leslie Hartwell, graphic design
Erin Herbst, publicity
Sue Huszar, photography
Carol Krauss, photography
Bob Lotz, photography
George McKenna, CPA
Joe Mondello, videography
Monday Night Band, 

benefit concert 
Justin Paquin and members 

of This Side Up, lighting 
and sound

Dr. William Sager, Sager Animal
Hospital, veterinary care

Pete Slonka, Computer Specialist
Nanri Tenney/Atelier 10, graphic

design and concert host

Volunteers
Dianne Brooks
Heidi Caro
Joanie Caruso
Marcia Chertok
Pamela Joy Cooke
Dyan deNapoli
Michelle DuBois
Aliza Edwards
Karen Eldridge
Carrie Flood
Doreen Gibson
LeeAnn Horner
Christina Huggins
Laura Laughlin
Jane Lothian
Janet Lovejoy
Mike Maynard
Terry Murray
Lenore Myka
Luisa Nazzaro
Rebecca Olson
Jane Olson
Guy Paquin

Max Payne
Rebecca Pike
Dick Pleasants
Elana and Susan Richmond
Nancy Savage
Jon Schmalenberger
Mimsey Stromeyer
Mark Torgerson
Alan Ward
Andrea White
Suzanne Winsby
Martha Wood

Seabury Circle
Michael and Batyah Gottschalk
Barbara Bald
Fieldstone Foundation
Massachusetts Cultural Council

Supporters
Anonymous (2)
Todd and Marci Abbrecht
Nancy Accola
Jo Anne Albright
Peter Alden
Dave Cook and 

Annemarie Altman
Michael Amster
Pamela Joy Cooke and 

William Allen
Larry Koolkin and Lainie

Andrew-Koolkin
Cherie Ansin
Steven Bloomfield and 

Melissa Apperson
Joyce Baker
Mark Bamford
Bill Barber
Becky and Bill Bartovics
John Battista
Ellie Bemis
Mrs. Charlotte Bemis
Lisa and Claudel Beneche
Tracy M. Wright and 
Brian Bernstein
Katharine Preston and John

Bingham, in honor of their
daughter Racey Bingham

Sarah Bishop
Dianne and Robert Brooks
Janet Brown
Paul and Carol Brown
Tom and Sarah Brukilacchio
Elizabeth and Kurt Brykman
Bruce and JoAnn Buckland
Carla Corey and Paul Buckley, 

in loving memory of Carrie
and Tim Little’s dog Kimba

Dr. Judith Burton
Paul Wasserman and 

Christine Callahan
William Canty III
Dawna Carrette
Mrs. Lucy Carter
Jane, John and Kim Caulfield
Catherine Cave
Harvey and Bobbie Chertok
Marcia and Allan Chertok
Kate Clawson, in honor of 

Bob Clawson and Betsy Duval
Susan and Donald Collins
Bruce Comjean
Alexandra and Garrett Conover
Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr.
Laurie Costello
Julie A. and Richard T. Cotton
Caroline and Todd Crocker
Charles and Margaret Crockett
Ann Bemis Day
Kate De Haven
Jayne M. Diamont
Christina Diebold
Martha Dolben
Jane and Den Downey
Jan Dressel
Lisabeth H. Dubois
Beverly Duncan
Carol Dwyer
Merrill Comeau and Rick Eifler
Jerry and Linda Elkind
Jen and Raymond Emerson
Priscilla Endicott
Diane Faissler
Harriet Feinberg
Winifred Ferguson
Helen Fitts
Carrie Flood
Wayne Friedrichs
Susan Getsinger-Ticknor
Sheila and Warren Gibbons
Alice and John Goldsmith
Betty Goldstein
Mary Ann Gore
Michael and Batyah Gottschalk
John Granahan
Frank Graves
Stephen, Sarah and Max Perkins

and Phyllis Groskin

Dottie Harris, In loving 
memory of Linda Coe and
Sam Fisk’s family pet, Baxter

Katrina Hart
Henry and Lee Harrison
George Hein
Sandra Henderson
Barry and Connie Hershey
Suzanne Hill
Linda Hoffman
Diane Elizabeth Holman
LeeAnn and Steven Horner
Peg and Philip Horwitz
A.J. Houston
Pam Howell
Christina Huggins
Robin Humes
Sue Huszar
Jill and Terry Isselhard
Michael and Rosemary Jeans
Alice and Paul Johnson
Barbara Kean
Thomas Keane
Joan Klagsbrun
May Baldwin and 

Elliot Kronstein
Annmarie Lanza
Greta Brown Layton
John and Dienna Lehner
Phyllis and Mike Lemke
Albert and Louise Lietzau
Tom Lincoln
Barbara and Nate Liskov
Beth Little
Robin Litwin
Miranda Loud
Janet Lovejoy
Deborah Loverd
Jean Lynch
Craig, Lisa and 

Sarah MacDonnell
Jeremy and Laura MacLachlan
Pamy Manice
Robin Mann
Michael and Kathleen Marchioni
Judith Marriner
Shelby and Karen Marshall
Jessie Martin
Mary Zavolas-McCourt and 

Terence McCourt
Kenneth and Margaret McIntosh
Edward and Harriet Merkling
Edward and Anne Miller
Sarah Mitchell
Jeanne Nevard
Donna Nowak
Patricia Nowowieski
Christine and Charles Oatis-

Skinner
Katherine O’Donnell
Paul O’Donnell
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Our Thanks and Appreciation for Your Support

AAI in Musketaquid Earth Day Parade in May
(L to R) Caroline and Dianne Brooks, Sophie
Wadsworth, Wynne Edwards, Andrew Proulx, and
Susan Richmond



Jane Olson
Rebecca Olson
JoEllen O’Neil
David Paul Hentchel and 

Melody Ann Orfei
Atsuko Otsuka
Mrs. Edith Overly
Jonathan and Jessie Panek
M. Janine Papesh
Sarah Pappenheimer
Louis and Anne Paquin and Family
Teddi Parsons
Max and D\on Payne
Richard and Cynthia Perkins
Sarah Perkins
Melissa Perry
Sue Perry
Trish Perry
Alec Petro
Bonnie Petrovich
Bette Pounders
Linda and Andrew Proulx
James Queenan
Nancy Raine, in loving memory of

Nan Carmack’s horse, Splash
Howard and Susan Rashba
Damon Reed
Susan Vernier and John Reynolds
Susan Rice
Susan and Elana Richmond
Marysarah Rouse Riggs
Penny Rodday
Lydia Rogers and Burt Adelman
Shona Salmon
Margaret and Alfred Savage
Nancy and Greg Savage
Morris Sazer
Jennifer Scheck-Kahn and 

Brian Kahn
Laurel Schneider
Jack and Judy Scotnicki
Michelle Selvig-Crockett
Jacquie Serebrani-Kesner
Joseph Serra
Tom and Nancy Shepherd
Frank Speer
Stephanie and Peter Stanton
Deborah and Michael Staw

Judy Steinbergh
Nancy Stillman
Robert and Margaret Stillman
Jeff Stone
David Strauss
Nan and Carl Stutz
Agnes and Ronald Sutcliffe
Janey Tallarida
Hilary Taylor
Ruth and Jonathan Tepper
Rachel Thurlow
Gerard and Janet Tirrell
Andrea Urban
Dr. Henry and Janet Vaillant
Laurie and Eric Van Loon
Miriam and Wayne Van Orman
Jennie Wadsworth
Margaret Wailes
Marilyn Wallin
Sarah and Alan Ward
Patricia and Peter Ward, Jr.
Skip Warren
Michael and Rosemary Waterman
Henry and Rebecca Reynolds Weil
Jeanne Wentzell
Paul and Gray Wexelblat
Barbara and George Whitesides
Astrid Williams
Barbara and Jim Willis
Suzanne and Roger Winsby
Avery Witherbee
Edith Woolley
Pamela Worden
Berhardt and Mary Jane Wuensch
Anne and Tom Yeomans
Sally Yeomans
Robert Andrews and Carol Zell
Linda Zindler

We have made every effort to be 
accurate and complete. Please accept our
apologies and call us with 
corrections at (978) 369-2585.

Wish List
• High quality color /b&w Photocopier (please call for details)

• High quality business phone, with speaker and hold button 

• PC Computer Ideal: 30GB, 512MB Ram, 2ghz+ (please call for details)

• Flat sheets, dark green or brown

Ways to Help Animals As Intermediaries 
There are many ways that you can help Animals As Intermediaries continue
to offer educational and nurturing programs for elders and youth. You can:

Contribute Financial Resources
Your financial support is what makes our work possible and ensures that our
youth and elders continue to receive nature-based programs that improve
their quality of life.  

Volunteer
We invite you to join the Animals As Intermediaries team. Without the
help of a strong and committed volunteer force, AAI could not offer the
powerful programs we bring to elders and children. Our volunteers give
generously of their time, energy, and skills. If you have a certified therapy
dogs or other animal that might be appropriate for our programs please call
to inquire about our screening process and how you might get involved. 

To learn more about any of these opportunities 
to support AAI’s future, please contact Janey Tallarida or 

Sophie Wadsworth at (978) 369-2585.
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Yes,I can help bring nature,animals and the arts to people! 

Name

Address

City State ZIP

Telephone

E-mail

■■ $75      ■■ $150     ■■ $300      ■■ $500     ■■ $1,000     ■■ Other_____________

I would like to help AAI by: Send your donation to:

■■ Volunteering Animals As Intermediaries
■■ Applying for a Matching Gift PO Box 155

from my employer: Concord, MA 01742
________________________

Animals As Intermediaries, Inc. is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization.

AAI Volunteers & dog
prepare to maneuver
a meadow-on-wheels,
as elders arrive at an
urban facility.
Volunteers (L to R):
Rebecca Olson, Pro-
gram Coordinator
Jude Aronstein,
Michelle duBois,
Joanie Caruso, not
pictured: Andrea
White. (Cambridge
Elder Service Plan)

Bob Lotz



Upcoming Events
Nature Walks & Outings with Animals As Intermediaries
Monday October 29, 10:30 a.m.-Noon
Meet at AAI, Emerson Umbrella, 40 Stow Street, Concord MA
Guided by AAI staff and volunteers, these outings explore 
the beauty and richness of local habitats. A great way to 
learn about nature, rejuvenate, and meet new friends. All 
are welcome! For more information, please contact Sophie
Wadsworth at: (978) 369-2585 or sophie@aai-nature.org.

Blessing of the Animals
Sunday October 7  Still NEED TIME from Carrie
co-sponsored by The Emerson Umbrella
Emerson Umbrella Center for the Arts, 40 Stow Street, Concord MA
A non-denominational gathering to bless and celebrate the animals
in our lives. Animals of all sizes and stripes are welcome—or bring
a photograph or other memento of a beloved pet.

Emerson Umbrella Center for the Arts Winter Market
Friday December 1, 1 – 7pm; Sat. Dec. 2, 10am – 5pm; 
Sun. Dec. 3, 1–5pm, Emerson Umbrella Center for the Arts, 
40 Stow Street, Concord 
Visit Animals As Intermediaries in Studio 123, in the West Wing 
Join the artists of the Emerson Umbrella and invited guests
for its annual Winter Market. You will find unique vision 

and superb craftsmanship. We will have a seasonal nature 
installation on display—and an animal or two! For more 
information about Winter Market, call The Emerson Umbrella 
at (978) 371-0820.

Spring Nature Walk in Concord’s Estabrook Woods

Photographs by Sue Huszar on Exhibit
December 2007-February 2008
Nashoba Brook Bakery, 152 Commonwealth Ave., West Concord
This winter, stop by Nashoba Bakery and enjoy the work of talented
photographer and long-time AAI volunteer, Sue Huszar. Her images
beautifully capture the spirit of our nature-based programs,. The
show will also includes a variety of her intimate portraits of children
with animals. For directions please call (978) 318-1999.

Concert to Benefit Animals As Intermediaries
Coming in mid-May, our annual spring event here in Concord 
. . . Stay tuned for details!

Sue H
uszar

Animals As Intermediaries
P.O. Box 155

Concord, MA 01742
(978) 369-2585 

info@aai-nature.org
www.aai-nature.org

OUR MISSION IS TO SUPPORT THE HUMAN SPIRIT BY OFFERING AND BUILDING CONNECTIONS

BETWEEN PEOPLE AND THE NATURAL WORLD. 
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